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PREFACE AND /\CKNO'NLEDm.mNTS

There is, in all probabili~y, no onen sesame for

the high school English teacher whereby he can wave a magic
J

wand, utter a few cryptic phrases, and open the enchanted

grotto where repose the wonderful treasures of literature.

However, there are a few homely tools which may be used with

laborious effort to accomplish a similar result.

Most teachers of literature doubtless have felt dis-

couraFed because some pupils showed such an obvious d:i.sllke

for· the sub.iect while others exhibited a keen sense of

appreciation. No doubt these discouraged teachers have

asked themselves the que;'; tion: Vfuy is it that for no apparent

reason, some pupils like literature while others do not?

It is because this question has recurred to me so

often that I have decided to undertake this particular in-

ves tip:a tion. If from m;T efforts there can be ~leaned a few

grains of truth that will assist teachers of literature in

their efforts to mal{e the subject more interestinn: and

thereby enrich the otherwise prosaic lives of their pupils,

I will feel amply repaid.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purposes of the Study

The most difficult obstacle that the high school

teacher of literature has to overcome is lack of

interest on the part of his pupils. His best efforts to

motivate reading often fall flat, and his most optimistic

hopes are usually frustrated. Just what is back of this

antipathy or apathy of pupils toward the subject of

literature? A number of possible answers suggest

themselves. Let us see what facts we can discover from

an investigation of some of the logical reasons that

might be mentioned as explaining why hieh school pupils

like or dislike literature.

B. Limitations of the Study

Naturally an investigation of this type would have

some limitations. Much of the information that might

be useful in furnishing a solution to our problem would

be inaccessible. For example, one would want to know

such facts concerning his pupils as their intelligence

quotients, reading rates, comprehensio'1, vocabulary

mastery, emotional responsiveness, etc. The time element

is also a handicap, because most principals and teachers

would be unwilling to expend the time and effort necessary

to procure a detailed amount of information from each

pupil considered. As a compromiici6i ~~ja,6~b'6/"it',':~k,~\ri~~essary

1
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to limit the investigation to certain major facts that

would require,about thirty minutes of the pupils'

time to furnish and about an hour or two of the teachers'

time depending on the size of the classes.

Five hundred inquiries were distributed to high

schools in five counties in Indiana. An attempt was

made to procure information from a wide range of different

schools in order to offset the effect of the somewhat

limited number of cases considered.

A further limitation to the study was the lack of

experience on the part of the writer in doi'1.g work of

this type. Changes were later apparent which might

have ad~ed to the value of the investigation had they

been considered in time to be incorporated in the

study. Very little reference material relating to the

problem was available; so it was necessary to do most

of the work without a precedent to use as a guide.

C. Present Status of' the Problem

As has just been mentioned, there seems to have

been few, if any, studies of a similar nature attempted.

In English books dealing with methods, appreciation, or

literary criticism some mention appeared concerning the

basis of interest in literature on the part of the PUPilS~

but nothing \'I, s said to indicate that such information

lVirginia J. ,Craig, The Teaching of Hi5~ School English

(New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1930), pp. 19-34.
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was more "than conjecture or opinion on the part of the

author. The nearest apprO'ach to a similar study was

mentioned in the June 1934 issue of The English Journal. 2

In this article the author stated that over four hundred

investigations had been made in recent years in an attempt

to improve the efficiency of teachiY1g literature. He

enumerated the following ten handicaps to appreciation:

1. Lack of experience in life.

2. Lack of knowledge and inability to handle

reference material.

3. Lack of imagination and fancy.

4. Lack of a sense of humor.

5. Inability to respond freely to sensory appeals.

6. UnWillingness to suspend--even momentarily--

a personal conviction, preconception, or prejudice.

7. Inadequate training in thought an91ysis of senten

ces, paragraphs, and complete wholes.

8. Intellectual coma--a condition that allows one

mechanically to pronounce words and to ignore the

thought they express.

9. Inability to respond to the natural rhytmns of

language and to other aesthetic appeals in prose

and verse.

2
C. S. Thomas, "Experiments in Teaching Literature,lf

The English Journal, XXIII (1934), pp. 463-472.
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10. Un~amiliarity with the patterns of sentence,

'stanzaic structure, and farms of discourse.

'It might be mentioned that the author did not borrow

any of the foregoing reasons to use in this study, altho~gh

several similar hypotheses were considered. However, the

genesis of this investigation was worked out by the author

and his friend, Ellis Yaw, without reference to the article

quoted.



II. METHODS USED

A. Procedure ,in. Gathering Data

In reality, few things spring into sudden and complete

existence as did Massasoit, according to his boast to

Captain Myles Standish. The desire to make a study of this

type together with the background necessary to give it any

value naturally represent the accumulation of several years

spent in teaching literature. At first it was deemed im

possible to discover very much that could be considered exact

and definite information about a subject so nebulous as this

one seemed. However, there gradually emerged a plan of pro

cedure which promised a modicum of success.

A random comment by a teacher or pupil, an observation

by some forgotten author, the direct experiences of child

hood, all these have gone into the making of this study.

The questionnaire used to gather data appears in the

appendix. It represents detailed questions with which the

writer hoped to elicit the information necessary to answer

the major question: vVhy do high school pupils like or dis

like literature?

Five hundred questionnaires were distributed to high

schools in Sullivan, Vigo, Parke, Montgomery, and Fountain

Counties. These questionnaires were given to juniors and

seniors. There were two reasons for limiting the investiga-

5
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tion to these particular classes. Pupils of such advanced

standing would be able to ansvler'the questions with more

seriou~ and intelligent a tti tudes; 'and their answers would
I

have greater significance because the pupils had been under

the influence of the schools longest.

B. Tabulation

'After the questionnaires were collected, they were

classified according to the sex of the pupils filling them

out and as to whether or not the pupils liked literature.

Thus there were four groups of papers: boys who liked lit-

erature and boys who did not, girls who liked literature

and girls who did not. The answers to the questions were

then tabulated on the four respective forms.



III. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

A. Attitude Toward Literature In General

It is often said by the thoughtless, uninitiated, or
. 1

egotistical person that a teacher can make a subject in-

teresting to any pupil if the teacher himself has enough

interest and enthusiasm in the subject. Like most empirical

statements this one is only partially true. The chances

are much greater that pupils will enjoy a subject if they

have a friendly attitude to~ard the teacher who teaches it,

and in most cases, the teacher's enthusiasnl and interest will

prove contagious. However, there are sorne pupils who have

a very pronounced imnrQnity, which may be either natural or

acquired.

According to Watson in his theory on behavioristic

psychology, some of the factors that create a nausea in an

individual may be so remote and obscured by a maze of con

comitant associations that the original cause of irritation

to one's viscera may be entirely forgotten. Nevertheless

the attitude remains until it is eliminated by rationaliz

ation, psychoanalysis, or sublimation.

It is not usually so difficult to ascertain the causes

that result in creating a dislike for literature. In the

first place, we find that twenty-seven per cent of the

boys and thirty per cent of the girls interviewed said that

7
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they dislik~d literature. An. attempt to discover whether

the pupils' attitude toward the. teacher was reflected toward

the subject that teacher taught ia revealed by Table I. and II.

Only in the case of the English teacher does it appear that

the pupils' liking for the teacher results in a preference for

the subject taugpt, and perhaps in this case it is due to

the fact that the pupils thought the English teacher might check

the papers and see the results. One hundred fifty-four

pupils said that the English teacher was their favorite

instructor, but only one hundred nine said that English was

their favorite subject. For English teachers these facts

are somewhat disappointing. We should at least be able to

malee our subject as popular as 'ive are with the pupils.

Perhaps some of the tasks that we require pupils to

perform tend to make our subject unpopular. Sonle of the

causes for dissatisfaction are: material assigned, methods

of study, reports required, and memorization of poetry.

One hundred sixty-two thought the material read in school

was as interesting as that found outside, but three hundred

thirty-nine thought that the conventional selections approved

by the school were less interesting. Forty-eight ~er cent

of the pupils disliked to make reports on outside reading,

and forty-five per cent disliked to memorize poetry.

Evidently so much stress had been placed on these two

tasks that they had become decidedly onerous. Eighty-

one per cent thought that selections were often worn out in

class.



Subject Boys Girls

~~ ~H~
..

~~.~~.., ..
English 24 2 63 20

Mathematics 33 13 38 5

Science 32 16 16 3

Conunerce 25 13 32 17

History 32 8 12 11

Vocational Arts 8 3 21 4

Foreign Language 4 0 13 3

Agriculture 5 6

Music 1 1 7 0

Art 2 0 3 0

Phys'ical Education 3 1 3 5

Indicates pupils who like literature.*

TABLE I

FAVORITE SCHOOL SUBJECTS

Indicates pupils who dislike literature.

9
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TABLE II

FAVORITE INSTRUCTORS

Teacher Boys Girls

~~ _:~"::4 ~t- ..:~~~
English 50 9 69 26

Mathematics 21 7 15 1

Science 32 9 12 5

Commerce 16 8 32 19

History 29 17 25 15

Vocational Arts 2 1 5 1

Foreign Language 4 2 18 5

Agriculture 3 3

Music 3 1 5 0

Art 1 0 1 0

Physical Education 5 5 0 1

*Indicates pupils who like literature.

Indicates pupils who dislike literature.
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In our zeal to have pupils understand everythi11g about

a selectio>:1, we exhaust their, Patience and interest with

mo''''otonous repetition and destroy any enjoyment that they

might otherwise have derived from reading the selection. 1

Only enough explanation and analysis to make a selection

clear should be the aim of the teacher of literature.

B. Influence Of Bome Conditions

We teachers are often prone to reply to any implication

of inefficiency on our part by saying that the home influence

of the pupil is so bad that our efforts are abrogated for

the most part. No doubt in some cases there is some justi

fication for our point of vievr. Attitudes toward life in

general are certai~ly cultivated to a greater extent through

the continuous association with home environment than would

be possible through the brief and intermittent contact

with the school. As a point in fact, we have to cite only

the difficulty in teaching the correct use of gra~nar .to

children from homes in which slang, barbarisms of speech,

and dialect prevail. It is almost impossible ever to

eradicate entirely the crude influences inculcated by

improper environment.

The author once had occasion to know two daughters

whose parents were both foreign born. These girls were

unusually studious in school, and they aroused curiosity
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among the teachers concerning the possible explanation.

A vis~t to the home of the girlsa~d the subsequent conver

sation with the father was very e~li(jhtening. As soon as

the girls came home from school in the afternoon, their ,time

was strictly bUdgeted to provide for studying each school

sUbject, cultural reading, and music lessons. To these

parents and hence to the children, their mastery of school

work assumed importance over any other interest or activity.

vVhile such a condition is very gratifying, it is unfortunately

very unusual to find parents so much interested in the educa-

tion of their children.

Any recommendation to parents in a formal or informal

way, and we should renlember that all pupils are potential

parents, should stress the importance of providing children

with an abundance of reading material of the right kind.

A survey revealed that fifty per cent of the homes

represented by the questionnaire had fiction libraries, and

that these libraries varied in size from just a few books to

over a hundred volumes. The significant fact revealed

was that in homes with fiction libraries, eighty per cent

of the boys enjoyed literature and only twenty per cent

did not. For the girls the percentage for those who liked

literature was ninety-two and only eight per cent disliked

it. These figures are more important when we compare them.

with the basic figures for those who like literature and those

who do not.
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Approxima;tely seventy per cent of the boys and girls

liked' literature and thirty pe~'6ent did not; however, only

a bar~ nine per cent claimed to dfs1ike literature after

they had the advantage of a fiction library in the home:

The preference of parents for readi'lg and the influence

of their example upon the children is interesting. As might

be expected, the mothers are somewhat more interested in

reading than the fathers are. Thirty-three per cent of the

fathers do little or no reading, but only twenty-one per cent

of the mothers are infrequent readers. This disparity may

be due to lack of opportunity more than to lack of inclination

on the part of the fathers. If one or both parents read,

the probability that the children will enjoy reading is five

to one; but if neither parent reads, the chances are reduced

to three to one that the children will be interested in

reading.

The formal education of the parents is a factor that

influences the interests of children. Table III shows the prog

ress of fathers and mothers in school. Twenty per cent of the

children whose parents had gone only through the grades were

not interested in reading. Thirteen per cent of those whose

parents had go~e to high school were not interested in

reading. Sixteen per cent of those whose parents had gone

to college disliked to read. The education of the fathers'

and mothers seemed to be about equal, but wh·;)rever any

disparity between the education of the father and mother

of a particular family occurred, .it was usually in favor
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TABLE III

EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS OF PARENTS

Parents Of Boys Grades High School College

~- *~:.. o)~
~ ~ v

~~:~·';h"-:',,'" ~,,-

Fathers 72 40 57 24 22 10

Mothers 72 28 57 20 20 8

Parents Of Girls

Fathers 120 22 84 6 39 1

Mothers 158 20 74 7 35 2

*Indic~tes those who like literature.

Indicates those who dislike literature.
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of the mother~s having a better education than the father.

This' condition is desirable" because the child is under

the influence of the mother to a greater exte~t in youth.
1When asked whether or not their parents encouraged them

to read, seventy per cent replied in the affirmative.

Sixteen per cent of those who said that their parents encour-

aged them to read still disliked reading; but this fact is

somewhat offset when we find that thirty per cent of the

children whose parents did not encourage them to read,

disliked reading. Only one pupil said that his parents

discouraged him from reading, and his reason was that

he read too much already.

The methods employed by parents to encourage reading

were varied and ingenious. Some parents merely provided

leisure time for the children to use for reading or any other

leisure time activity; and still others by means of bribery

or punishment induced their reluctant offspring to explore

the beauties and enchantment of literature.

c. Literary Preferences

Any investigation of the reading interests of high

school pupils would be incomplete without a survey covering

periodicals. An effort was made to discover what periodicals

were received at home and a partial result appears in

Table IV. This table shows the frequencies with which



TABLE IV

LIST OF MAGAZINES RECEIVRTI AT HOME

Magazines

American

McCall's

Ladies'Home Journal

Prairie Farmer

Saturday Evening Post

Country Gentleman

Collier's

Woman's Home Companion

Farmers' Guide

Good Housekeeping

Country Home

Cosmopolitan

Pictorial Review

Literary Digest

Pathfinder

Woman's World

Popular Science

Delineator

Better Homes And Gardens

Liberty

Boys

51

36

39,

39

33

37

28

25

28

14

14

14

13

12

11

10

9

6

3

2

16

Frequencies

Girls

47

50

45

47

49

31

35

38

37

31

26

14

28

15

17

15

3

27

12

12



devoid of any significance.

quencies were so small as to make the results almost

good one."
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,
More tha~ a hundred differentdifferent magazi~es received.

merit of the magazines listed, but it is assumed that

Wilile it is true that most of the alleged inferior

shows the frequency with which boys read the same magazi~es.

well known magazines are read by girls, and Table VI.

Table v. shows the frequencies with which twenty-one

to be exhaustive, but it provides enough contrasting material

to the various publications listed. This list is not intended

English teachers will ap~ly their own standards of value

titles were listed, but beyond the first twenty the fre-

the first twen~y magazines are received in the homes of

the pupils replying to the questionnaires. This list rep

resents only about one fifth of the total number of

No attempt has been made to determine the relative literary

to show whether or not pupils choose the better types of

magazines for regular reading.

The case against the cheap pulp magazine is simil~r to

the' indictment so aptly put against a poor book: "When one

evident that most of them are not so innocuous as they

reads a poor book, he is losing an o~portunity to read a

that warp the entire outlook of boys and girls. Unwholesome

magazines are supposed to be harmless, it is nevertheless

might at first appear. Many of the inferior magazines create

an illusion of distorted and inaccurate pictures of life



TABLE V

MAGAZINES FREQUENTLY READ BY GIRLS

Magazines Frequencies

.:r. ~~~.

McCall's 417 100

American 232 100

Saturday Evening Post 238 83

Collier's 216 87

lrrue story 156 56

Cosmopolitan 139 58

Liberty 131 65

True Romance 140 53

True Confessions 126 43

Film Fun 114 35

Mystery 92 34

Red Book 67 28

Detective 73 21

Harpers 69 12

Golden Book 66 17

Wild West 58 17

Atlantic Monthly 53 21

College Humor 56 16

Ballyhoo 43 7

Argosy 14 7

American Mercury 11 2

'*
Indicates the pupils who like literature

~E-

Indicates those who do not like literature.



TABLE VI

Indicates pupils who like literature.

**Indicates pupils who dislike literature.

MAGAZINES FREQUENTLY· READ BY BOYS

19

55

66

76

58

77

56

60

42

37

44

42

25

21

42

61

42

22

12

10

17

5

55

52

41

33

12

61

137

Frequencies

229

197

170

148

143

147

118

130

96

81

85

78

78

91

Magazines

Wild West

American

Mystery

Liberty

Saturday Evening Post

Collier's

Argosy

Atlantic Monthly

Golden Book

American Mercury

*

College Humor

Cosmopolitan

True Romance

Ballyhoo

True Story

McCall's

Red Book

True Confessions

Detective

Harpers

Film Fun
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emotional attitudes are cultivated by the delusion that

such attitudes 'are indigenous to normal men and women.. .

Fantas~ic and impossible incidents are palmed off for truth

on gullible and susceptible adolescence. An effective

device for discouraging pupils from reading such magazines

is for the teacher to understand the magazines will enough

to be able to point out their ridiculous characteristics. A

judicious comparison in class between the better class of

publications and the inferior ones will accomplish the

desired end much more effectiv~ly than trying to black-list

or stigmatize the cheap magazines in general. l Teaching

pupils to be skeptical and discriminating in their reading

is one of the best methods to use in cUltivating a desire

to read good periodical literature. Sometimes it may

even be necessary for the teacher to cultivate an attitude

of tolerance in attempting to meet the pupil on common

ground in order to bring him up to the desired level.

An inquiry concerning favorite authors revealed the

information shown in Table VII. This information has

considerable significance to the English teachers. Only

in so far as the authors represented by the selectio'!s

offered in our literature courses approximate those listed

lH. G. Reets, liThe Bookland Newsstand," The English

Journal, XXII (December 1933), PP. 839-841.
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TABLE VII

FAVORITE AUTHORS

Novelists Frequencies Novelists Frequencies
For Boys For Girls

~} ~~~~.. .. ,,. ",.
~'" "iM'"

Grey 38 13 Porter 11 8

Curwood 6 0 Grey 11 6

Dickens 6 0 Dickens 12 3

London 3 3 Twain 9 2

Tarkington 3 2 Hill 9 0

Cooper 4 1 Tarkington 6 2

Stevenson 3 1 Galsworthy 7 0

Poe 2 0 Rhinehart 5 0

Mangham 2 0 Temple Bailey 4 0

Norris 2 0 Curwood 4 0

Short-Story Short-Story

o. Hen~ 20 1 O. Henry 25 17

C1emen·j·~ 10 0 Poe 18 10

Stevenson 5 3 Tarkington 10 2

London 7 1 Clemens:', 7 2

Freeman 6 1 Garland 7 0

Tarkington 3 1 Stevenson 6 0 .
Bret Harte. 3 1 Freeman 5 1

Garland 3 0 Morley 5 0
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TABLE VII (Continued)

Kelland 3 0 London 4 1
I

Dickens 2 0 Conrad 3 0

Poets Poets

Longfellow 40 8 Riley 44 19

R~ley 24 12 Longfellow 23 11

Tennyson 7 3 M~llay 14 0

Sandburg· 3 3 Tennyson 10 1

Poe 8 6 Guest 8 0

Guest 7 0 Kipling 6 1

Wordsworth 5 0 Poe 4 2

Burns 3 2 Holmes 0 5

Scott 2 2 Wordsworth 4 0

Whittier 4 0 Teasdale 4 0

Essayists Essayists

Emerson 26 10 Emerson 30 6

Lamb 14 4 Lamb 21 11

Bacon 14 2 Bacon 11 4

Morley 2 2 Leacock 12 1

Carlyle 2 1 Morley 2 2 .
Holmes 2 1 Holmes 2 2

Rogers 2 1 Herbert 1 1
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FIGURE VII (Continued)

Leacock 1 1 Steele 2 0 ,

Bok 1 1 Beerbobm 2 0

Lowell 1 1 Wilson 2 0

Dramatists Dramatists

Shakespeare 52 11 Shakespeare 34 24

Gale 7 3 Gale 17 3

O'Neill 5 0 Galsworthy 5 3

Coward 2 1 O'Neill 5 1

Ibsen 2 1 Coward 4 0

Ray 1 1 Ibsen 4 0

Goldsmith 1 0 Barrie 1 1

Dunsany 1 0 Duns any 2 0

Marlowe 1 0 George 2 0

Barrie 1 0 Shaw 1 0

*Indicates pupils who like literature.

Indicates pupils who dislike literature.
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as favorites,'can we hope that literature will be a popular

subject •

. vVhen we classify literature into mystery, love, adve~ture,

I

and animal stories, we find the choice of pupils as indicated

in Table VIII. Boys favored adventure stories for first

choice and were much more unanimous in preferring such

stories for second choice. Love stories came in for third

choice, and animal stories ranked fourth. First choice for

girls was love stories, but their second choice was equally

divided between mystery and adventure stories. Adventure

stories slightly outranked mystery stories for third choice,

and animal stories took decided preference over the others

for fourth.

The rankings indicated about what teachers would expect

from high school pupils; however, one cannot help thinking

that pupils sometimes find the conve,..,tional material of the

literature course a trifle dull according to their criteria.

Some of the details concerning literary selections' were

'brought out by the inquiry shown by Table IX. Here we see

that pupils like stories with an average ffiaount of descrip-

tion. They prefer both juvenile and adult characters.

Stories of the present are more interesting than those of the

past. A large amount of conversation is also d.esirable.

With these standards in mind, it should not be quite
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'rABLB VIII

TYPES OF STORIES PREFERRED

4_ 0 '

Stories Choice Boys Girls

~~ ..:"'~:.. i} ..~~:-

Mystery 1 49 15 36 12

2 49 9 57 24

3 43 13 53 18

4 32 11 49 20

Love 1 22 12 109 30

2 35 24 45 22

3 57 15 24 14

4 43 12 7 9

Adventure 1 110 35 47 32

2 143 24 55 25

3 16 4 58 12

4 5 1 22 3

Animal 1 9 4 4 5

2 50 9 20 8

3 42 14 38 22

4 67 31 112 32

~~

Indicates pupils who like literature.

Indicates pupils who dislike literature.
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TABLE IX .

DETAILS OF STORIES THAT PUPILS LIKE

Characteristics Choice Boys Girls

~~ ..:t~z.. ~~
~. IV
~M~

Description Little 20 9 37 12

Average 121 46 118 57

Much 37 10 36 5

Characters Juvenile 57 21 66 44

Adult 65 20 tti>2 20

Both 105 40 134 48

Time Present 133 49 174 57

Past 92 25 74 30

Conversation Little 49 31 29 9

Much 112 37 166 66

Indicates pupils who like literature.

Indicates pupils who dislike literature.
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so difficult"for the English teacher to find interesting

stories for pupils to read.

Choice of literary types shoVls the results i''''dicated in

Table X. Novels rank first for both the boys and girls

who like literature as well as for those who dislike it.

Short-stories hold second place for those who like literature

and are ranked higher than the total for the other four types

by those who dislike literature. Doubtless the time element

and the inability to concentrate with sustained interest

influence the choice of those who dislike literature, in

favor of the short-story. Essays represent third choice

by the boys, but the girls are equally divided between prose

plays and poetry for their third choice. Essays are both

fourth and fifth choices for the girls, but the boys gave

their fourth and fifth preferences in favor of prose"

plays.

In creating interest and stimulating a liki'1g for

literature, these figures can be used to advantage by

EnGlish teachers. It should be remembered that these

literary preferences are" not necessarily inherent or innate;

but they have come into existence through the literary

experiences of the pupils, pleasant or otherwise. More

importance should be attached to the securing of pleasant

reactions through each contact with the various literary

types.
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TABLE X

CHOICE OF LITERARY rrYPES

Type Choice Boys Girls

,~ -"" i\" .., .. ,

Poetry 1 13 5 17 13

2 7 5 20 9

3 56 15 49 16

4 44 16 48 25

5 52 27 31 16

Novels 1 76 51 94 37

2 76 13 47 20

3 15 13 15 11

4 8 5 5 5

5 3 0 8 4

Essays 1 3 4 1 1

2 11 4 11 8

3 63 23 25 16

4 52 17 57 19

5 44 13 68 35



Prose Plays 1 3 1 0 0
I

2 8 4 16 5

3 31 13 31 27

4 68 23 30 28

5 72 25 59 23
.. -

Short-Stories 1 84 17 56 25

2 70 36 81 40

3 14 4 21 8

4 9 4 11 3

5 8 1 ::2 0

Indicates pupils who like literature.

f
~,,;

*

TABLE X (Continued)

Indicates pupils who dislike literature.

29
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D. Mental Characteristics

For our purposes in fihding reasons why high school

pupils like or dislike literature we may classify pupils
;

into four divisions: those who have imagination, and those

who do not; those who are emotionally res90nsive, and

those who are not. It would be difficult to differentiate

according to degree of imagination or emotion; so we must be

content, for the present, to make an arbitrary division.

These conclusions are based upon replies to the questions:

(1) Do you feel yourself in the place of the characters in

the story; ergo, imagine that you are having the same ex-

periences vicariously? (2) Do you feel sympathetic or

elated when some calamity or good fortune occurs to the

characters? (3) Is your mind busy making mental pictures

while you read? The total for negative replies is as

follows: (1) thirteen per cent (2) four per cent (3) nine

per cent.

The consensus of opinion would seem to indicate that

these figures are too low, because writers comment on the

lack of adequate imagination and emotional responsiveness

revealed by unappreciative readers. l Perhaps this discrep-

ancy is caused by the methods employed to gain the infor

mation, which is not based upon scientific conclusions;

lLouis Untermeyer and Carter Davidson, Poetry Its

Appreciation And Enjoyment., New York: Harcourt, Brace

And Company, 1934. pp. 21-26, ,143-245.
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or perhaps pupils are incapable of responding to some
,

stimuli but respond readily to others. We will c011.cede

that the responses are often erratic and unpredictable;

i. e., a situation calculated to create pathos in adults

will often appeal to the risibilities of adolescence.

Since to enjo:r literature one must enter into the

emotional attitude of the author by aid of the imagination,

conscious effort on the part of the English teacher to

develop both of these traits is very essential. Various

devices may be employed to accomplish this purpose. It is

desirable to keep alive some of the imagination, wonder, or

credulity of childhood, in which these traits are found

in abundance. Dramatization of even an informal kind will

assist pupils in both the mental and external expression of

emotional responsiveness. Of course the idea of make

believe should not be carried too far, but children can

be encouraged not to stifle or inhibit certain natural and

spontaneous responses •

. The World War, the economic debacle of twenty-nine,

together with subsequent events have created an attitude of

"hard-boiled" realism that tends to crowd out much of the

sentimentality that carried over from the Victorian period;

but if we are to hope for a brighter future, we must

cultivate in the youth of today a firm belief in the

ideals of humanitarianism. Literature, properly taught,
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can do much .to, accomplish this aim.

!n the lower grades, before a formal study of history

is taken up, is an excellent place' to familiarize children with

the classical myths of antiquity. There is perfect harWony

between the child-like legends, which came into existence

during the infancy of our race, and the fanciful imagination

of children in the third and fourth grades. If children

become familiar with the mythology of Greece and Rome in

the grades, Milton's Paradise Lost will not be quite so

~nintelligible to them when they study it in high school

or even in college.

A little drill in syntax in the grammar class would

train pupils to recognize the elements of a sentence so

quickly and accurately that they would have but slight

difficulty when they were confronted with a complicated

construction in poetry.

Fantastic misconceptiol1s often result from the application

of literal or incorrect definitions to common words. Every-

one. is familiar with the stock story about the boy who was

reading The Lady Of The·Lake and assruned that the stag was

a gentleman without female companions and that "drank his

fill" referred to a generous imbibing of inebriating spirits.

An amusing example also occurred in which a girl in using
.

a sentence to illustrate the meanins of the word tantamount

said: "The white cow is tantamount to the black one." She
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E. Difficulties in the Study of Poetry

"Americans cannot read." These startling words appeared

above an article by Jerome Barry in the February 1936 issue

of Today. Certainly they are an indictment against and a

challenge to the teachers of reading in American schools.

Mr. Barry pointed out that in spite of our high degree of

literacy, a large per cent of Americans do not know how to

read in the modern sense. Then he went into the intricacies

of word recognition by various methods and an explanation

of eye span. He pointed out that most of us have a very

scant vocabulary and that even the few words we do know

are not recognizable except by a slow and laborious process

of deciphering. He said that the ordinary reader requires

about five or six stops to the line, and that slow readers

require twelve or fifteen. Contrasted with the rapid reader,

who can comprehend a line in two glances, the lot of the

average or slow reader is indeed hard; and the chances that

he will do much reading are very douotful. As o~e would

naturally assume and as Mr. Barry indicated, "When reading

is a painful task, it is avoided." It is altogether too

patent that the thirty per cent of the pupils who dislike

literature will do everything in their power to avoid this

painful task.
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When we complicate the task still further in the case of

poetry by means of a different vocaGulary, dialect, allu

sions, and unusual syntax, reading oecomes an almost insur

mountable difficulty.

Pupils listed these foregoing causes of difficulty

according to their importance as is indicated in Table XI.

Boys ranked syntax as the most difficult obstacle in the

way of understanding poetry, classical allusions second,

dialect third, and vocabulary fourth. Girls ranked dialect

first, classical allusions second, vocabulary third, and

syntax fourth. However, in most cases the differences in

ranking are so slight that it seems difficult to decide

between any of the four obstacles to the understanding

of poetry as being the more formidable.

Only nine per cent of the pupils interviewed maintained

that poetry was not difficult for them to understand. The

other ninety-one per cent admitted that they found poetry

hard to comprehend.

'It would be trite to say that pupils will not read

voluntarily, selections that require too frequent use of the

dictionary. The natural antipathy for the mental and

physical activity involved would discourage them from reading,

and a loss of continuity of thought which numerous interrup

tions entail would further destroy any degree of satisfaction

that pupils might derive from reading. A well-planned

vocabulary building activity apart from the study of a



Difficulty Rank Boys Girls

v
~~~~~.. ~~ ~i-:~~,

Vocabulary 1 42 23 43 23

2 35 18 36 16

3 38 14 50 19

4 59 14 51 13

Dialect 1 46 13 51 22

2 47 14 52 12

3 43 28 31 20

4 28 13 38 15

Classical Allusions 1 42 18 46 12

2 45 22 60 31

3 51 16 41 15

4 38 10 32 12

Syntax ·1 51 15 46 15

2 50 11 45 12

3 32 15 47 14

4 43 23 57 29

Indicates pupils who like literature.*

TABLE XL

DIFFICULTIES IN STUDYING POETRY

Indicates pupils who dislike literature.

35
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literary seleption would do much to increase literary

appreciation and enjoyment. While an occasional exercise in

paraphrasing would be interesting training, constant stressing

of such activity would necessarily become monotonous.

F. Attitude toward Methods of Study

Somewhat apart from the study of poetry but still

closely related to literature in general is the interesti~g

expression of opinion by pupils concerning the various methods

of studying literature. An explanation has already been

given of pupils' attitude toward making reports on outside

reading and memorizing poetry. Their reaction to certain

common methods of study is shovm by Table XII. The first

choice, as might be expected of those who like literature

as well as those who dislike it, fell on the visual method

of presentation. Having the teacher read and explain the

selection in class is the second preference for both boys

and girls, and the girls also favored this method of study

for their third choice. The boys selected reading and

discussing in class as ·their third choice. Boys and girls

both agreed on-reading outside of class without further

responsibility as the least desiraGle of the four methods

of study listed.

The popularity of the moving picture version may be

due to mental laziness on the part of pupils, or it may

be due to their inability to create vivid and definite mental

pictures by means of their imagination. When pupils express
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TABLE XII

METHODS OFSTTJDY PREFERRED

Method Choice Boys Girls

Read Without Further 1 37 17 59 18

Responsibility 2 28 14 36 13

3 28 11 35 18

4 60 17 67 22

Read And Discuss 1 57 7 42 22

In Class 2 31 17 42 17

3 53 24 43 18

4 32 11 52 15

Teacher Read And 1 17 11 8 13

Explain 2 73 15 77 31

3 45 15 54 14

4 38 16 48 14

Movie Version 1 54 25 76 20

2 45 17 46 11

3 42 7 43 24

4 31 13 31 17

..
Indicates pupils who like literature.

Indicates pupils who dislike literature.
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disappointment with a picture in comparisoYi. to the book, it is

some indication that their im~gination gave them a more satis-

fying experience than the director 'of the picture was able to

achieve.

Pupils who preferred to have the teacher read and

explain the selections admitted their inability to read and

com"rehend adequately. An unfamiliarity vri th the pronunciation

and definition of words would naturally incline pupils toward

this method of study. No doubt such a response would be

flattering to the teacher in some respect, but after all, it

would be much more desirable to fit pupils so that they will

derive enjoyment from reading for themselves.

Reading and discussing in class is perhaps the most

stinlulating method of study listed here. It affords an

opportunity for self expression, aY) exch8.1'1c;e of ideas,

and often a contest of wits. This method can become still

more popular and beneficial by careful planning on the part

of the teacher to make a stronger appeal to the natural

interests and inclinations of the pupils.
I

It is gratifying to fiY1d that reading without further

respoY1sibility on the part of the pupil rates so low in the

pupils' estimation. Teachers might well heed the implicatioY1s

of this fact and use the procedure spari1'1g1y. PUlJils

evidently do not enjoy reading unless they can make some

immediate use of the activity or unless they have some

tangible purpose in doing so.
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'G.' Favorite Avocat1onal Pursuits

Pupils will read voluntarily ~nly when reading gives

them more satisfaction than other activities in which

they might engage. In other words, children as well as

adults will do that particular thing that results in the

most gratifying return for time and energy expended. With

this consideration in mind let us examine some of the

most common leisure time activities of children and adults

and see how reading ranks in comparison with the other five

ways of spending leisure time.

Table XIII shows the preference for boys, and Table

XIV shows the preference for girls. An exami""'ation

of these tables will show that the boys ranked sports

first, games second, dates third, movies fourth, read-

ing fifth, and hobbies sixth; and that the girls ranked

sports first, movies second and fourth, games third and

fif:th, and hobbies sixth. An anomalous circumstance is the

fact that more of the girls who disliked reading never-

theless voted reading as their first choice for avoca-

tional pursuits than voted for any other activity. It

seems that most girls would prefer doing anything else in

preference to reading. In no place except as the last

choice did reading rank even next in popularity to some

other activity, and as second in sixth place reading

tied with dates.

The question is: How are we going to get pupils
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TABLE XIII

FAVORITE LEISURE TINffi ACTIVITIES FOR BOYS

Choice Activity Frequency Activity Frequency Activity Frequency'

,~
'I; \I

-i~ ~ ~~ ~~ ..:~-"I ,,#,,-

1 Sports 91 26 Games 26 14 Reading 5 3

2 39 17 57 16 20 5

3 9 13 31 13 23 4

4 17 5 16 9 29 10

5 7 3 40 10 35 21

6 9 3 13 4 44 22

1 Dates 18 17 Movies 8 0 Hobbies 20 8

2 18 8 9 9 26 9

3 42 14 29 17 29 7

4 29 7 53 25 29 9

5 32 10 36 12 38 12

6 30 7 8 4 60 22

*Indicates pupils who like literature.

Indicates pupils who dislike literature.
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TABLE XIV

FAVORITE LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES FOR GIRLS

Choice Activity Frequency Activity Frequency Activity Frequency

.. ~.. .:~ ". H ..
~...:~-~ .. ~~~ -;\" \. .....

1 Sports 70 25 Games 16 3 Heading 30 27

2 '30 21 26 13 36 13

3 27 12 39 20 25 10

4 26 10 38 16 25 9

5 25 5 44 14 34 8

6 13 3 28 10 36 5

L Dates 43 8 Movies 19 4 Hobby 9 9

2 28 10 43 13 21 7

3 34 9 39 16 30 7

4 36 18 43 14 26 13

5 23 17 22 16 31 12

6 25 17 5 10 51 23

Indicates pupils who like literature.

Indicates pupils who dislike literature.
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interested in reading when so many more pleasant activities

are pompeting for their time? One solution is to develop

sufftcient skill in reading through improved and efficient

methods of instruction, and in some cases, the use of

remedial measures, that pupils will find the perusal of

the printed page something other than a slow and laborious

process. Another procedure would be to select reading

material that deals with the other avocational interests

of pupils. This selection could be based also on the

type of stories preferred as, indicated in Table VIII of

this study. Providing more leisure time for the various

avocational pursuits might tend to popularize reading.

In spite of the fact that many new attractions such as

radios, moving pictures, automobiles, etc., have come into

existence, a study of the borrowing of books from public

libraries reveals that the habit of reading, at least among

adults, is rapidly increasing. The mounting interest in

reading is of course due in part to more leisure time brought

about by the depression, which resulted in total or part

time unemploYment; and it is also the result of interest

in preparing for more attractive vocations.



IV • CONCLUSIOl~

A. Summary

The original hypothesis of this study is based on

the premise that pupils dislike literature because of

prejudices or preconceived antagonism caused by parents or

teachers, lack of desirable home conditions, lack of int~est

in conventional literary material, lack of emotional res

ponsiveness, laclc of comprehension due to structural difficul

ties of special literary types" and prefereYlce for avocational

pursuits other than the readinG of literature.

The facts revealed by the study are as follows:

1. Tvventy-seven per cent of the boys a:1d thirty

per cent of the girls dislike literature.

2. Twe':!ty-oYle and ei;3'.ht-tenths per cent said English

was their favorite subject; seventy-eight and two-tenths

per cent said that the English teacher was their favorite

instructor.

3. Sixty-seven and eight-tenths per cent thought

the material used in school was less interesting than

that found outside; thirty-tvlo and two-tenths pGr cent

thoue;ht school selections were just as inaeresting.

4. The majority of both the boys and the girls read

more than ten novels during the year, but on the avera~e

the boys read more than the girls.

5. Forty-eight per cent disliked to make repor~s on

outside reading.

43
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6. Forty-five per cent disliked to memorize poetry.

7. Fifty per cent of the pupils had fiction lib-

raries varying from ten to over one hundred volurnes.

Of these pupils eighty per cent of the boys and ninety-

two per cent of the girls liked literature.

8. Eighty-one per cent thought that selections

were often worn out in class.

9. Thirty-three per cent of the fathers and twenty-

one per cent of the mothers do little or no reading.

10. If one or both parents read the chances are five

to one that the children will read, otherwise the chances

are only three to one.

11. Seventy per cent said their parents encouraged

reading and of these sixteen per cent disliked readi~g;

thirty per cent of those whose parents did not encourage

them to read, disliked to do so.

at home and also as those most frequently read.

13. Girls ranked as their favorite authors: Novelist,

Gene Stratton Porter; Poet, James Vfuitcomb Riley;

Essayist, Emerson; Short-story writer, VVilliam Sidney

Porter; Dramatist, William Shakespeare. Boys ranked as

their favorite authors: Novelist, Zane Grey; Poet,

Longfellow; Essayist, Emerson; Short-story writer,

Porter; Dramatist, Shakespeare.
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14. Boys preferred adventure stories, love stories,

and animal stories in the order named; and girls prefer

red love stories, mystery or adventure stories, and

animal stories in that sequence.

15. Pupils like an average amount of description, both

juvenile and adult characters, stories of the present,

and a large amount of conversation.

16~ Types of literature rank as follows for boys:

novels, short-stories, essays, and prose plays. For

girls the ranking is: novels, short-stories, prose

plays or poetry, and essays.

17. 1birteen per cent of the pupils could not par

ticipate in vicarious experiences. Four ~er cent were

not sYmpathetic toward the characters in the story.

Nine per cent were incapable of forming mental pictures

as they read the story.

18. Ninety-one per cent said that poetry was diffi

cult for them.

19. Causes of difficulty were listed by boys as

syntax, classical allusions, dialect, and vocabulary,

and syntax.

20. Methods of study were chosen as follows: boys,

moving picture version, reading and explai'1i:r1g by the

teacher in class, and reading without further res

ponsibility.
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'21. Ways of spending leisure time were ranked as

follows: boys, sports, games, dates, movies, reading,

and hobbies; girls, sports, movies, games, and hobbies~
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B. Form of Questionnaire

Pupil's name Age Sex-------
Name of school Year in school"----
Do you like literature? Yes No _

The pupil will please turn to the following page and

answer the questions as accurately as possible.

Please answer all the questions herein as carefully as

you can. Nothing that you write will be used to determine

your gr~de, so you may answer without the least reserve~

In order for this investigation to have much value, the

questions must be answered truthfully and accurately.

Thank you very much for your help.
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What is your-favorite story magazine?.
What magazines do you receive at home?

Do you have a fiction library at home?

How many volumes are in it?

How far in school did your parents advance? Father-----
Mother _

Does either one encourage you to read?

Tell briefly how.

Did either parent read to you when you were younger?

~Vhat is your favorite school subject?

Your favorite teacher teaches what subject?

Did you have to memorize several poems in the grades?

in high school?

Did you enjoy doing so?

How many novels have you read this year?

How many were you required to read?

Does your English teacher require a report on outside read-

ing?

Do you enjoy making such reports?

Turn to the next page.



coming obstacles, and the achievement of success.

play the leading part.

Answer yes, or no, to the folloWing questions:

51

_____Prose plays,_____Essays,

an average amount , or a great deal ?

__________Adventure: dangerous encounters, fightin8, over-

Do you prefer stories in which the characters are juveniles,

Do you like stories in which there is little description ,

Do you like stories with a large ar::ount of conversation:

boys and girls of ab9ut your age , adults , or both

young and old ?

Do you like stories of the present or the past?

Rank the following types of literature according to your

preference. Place the number I before the type you like

best, then 2 before your second choice, etc.

___________Mystery: detective, ghost, and supernatural.

Love: romance between members of the opposite sex.---------

Animal: stories in which some animal or animals-----------

oho10e : I , 2 , 3, 4, 5.

____Poetry, Novels,

Short-stories.

Name your favo,rite novelist.

Name
,

favorite poet.your

Name '. favorite essayist.your

. Name your favorite short-story writer. !

I"lame your favorite playwright or dramatist.

Rank the following types of stories according to your
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vVhen you read various literary selections do you ever feel

that you are in the place of some of the characters in the

story?

Do you feel sympathetic or sorrowful when misfortune comes

to some of the characters, or do you feel ha,/py v'!hcn they

are successful?

~nile you are reading, is your mind busy makinc mental

pictures, so that you feel that you can almost see what the

author is talking about?

Do you have difficulty in unders ta''1ding poetry?

Rank the following as C2uses of difficulty. Designate the

rank of difficulty of the following by the figures, 1, 2,

3, and 4.

_____Vocabulary: use of words with which you are unfamiliar.

_____Dialect: language peculiBr to certain pe091e or time.

_____Allusions: words referring to biblical incidents,

Greek, Roman, or Teutonic Mythology.

_____Syntax: unusual arrangement of words in the sentence,

so that .you have difficulty in recognizing subject, pred-

icate, etc.

Rank the followine types of study accordine to your pre-

ference: Reading without any further res)o'!sibility to

answer questions, make reports, tell the stor;i, vlrite a

.. summary, etc.

Read and discuss the selection in class.----
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Do you ever get tired of a selection because it is worn out

in class discussion, though you enjoyed reading it the first

continued on the next page

portance to you as agreeable ways of spending leisure time:

are as interesting as much of the material that you find

outside?

Have the t~acher read and explain the selection in---"
class.

time?

hiking, boating, motoring, or skating.

Outdoor s)orts such as fishing, hunting, swimming,---

Do you think that the selections that you study in school

Go to the moving picture show and see the screen version.--.;.--

Number the following activities in the order of their im-

or never read.

___Reading books or magazines.

Playing or watching your favorite game.----

Mark X after those you read only once in a while.

____Having a date, going to a dance ~r a party.

Mark XX after those you read more frequently.

Mark XXX after those you read regularly or about every issue.

_~_Going to the moving picture show.

____Indulge in your favorite hobby. List it _

Place a distinctive mark after each magazine to show how

frequently you read each one. Mark 0 after those you seldom
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Atlantic Monthlv<--

Saturday Evening Post

Cosmopolitan __

Red Book

True Confessions

Colliers

American

Golden Book

Argosy All Story Weekly _

American Iiiercury__

McCalls

True Stol~y__

True Romance

Liberty _

College Humor__

Harpers__

Film Fun

Ballyhoo__

Wild West

IVIystery __

Detective Story__
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